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**Abstract**

This poster describes the status as of April 2012 of the Public Service Obligation (PSO) funded project PSO 10464 “Integrated Wind Power Planning Tool”. The project goal is to integrate a meso scale numerical weather prediction (NWP) model with a statistical tool in order to better predict short term power variation from offshore wind farms, as well as to conduct forecast error assessment studies in preparation for later implementation of such a feature in an existing simulation model. The addition of a forecast error estimation feature will further increase the value of this tool, as it, too, can output and be fed into any type of system model or decision-making problem that wish to account for forecast errors in the planning process, rather than assume perfect forecasts.
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Nysted wind farms in western and southern Denmark, respectively. A sketch of the planned WRF domain is shown to the left. Basis for the investigations will be weather forecasts from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP, USA) Global Forecast System (GFS) model. A comparison study of wind forecasts [4] will be carried out in order to quantify the gain from increasing the resolution.

**Short term wind power forecasting**

WRF output wind fields will be coupled to a widely used wind power prediction model, namely the Wind Power Prediction Tool (WPPT), maintained by ENFOR A/S, a Danish company that specialises in forecasting and optimisation for the wind power production in the coming hours to days, as well as to dynamically the forecast errors in large areas.

**Wind field modelling with a meso scale numerical weather prediction tool**

For any energy system relying on wind power, accurate forecasts of wind fluctuations are essential for efficient operation. The further the transmission system operator (TSO) can plan ahead, the greater the savings: Wind energy is better utilised if accurate productions are available to the TSO and wind farm owners. Currently, most wind power fluctuation models are either purely statistical or integrated with NWP models of limited resolution. This project addresses the latter issue by using the meso scale Weather Research & Forecasting (WRF) NWP model to generate the required input wind fields for the short term prediction tool. Several regions of interest are in play, though the main focus will be on the Horns Rev 2 and offshore wind power for Northern Europe 2020 and 2030 scenarios, as part of the TENTIVE project.

The two major aims with PSO 10464 is to develop an integrated wind power forecasting model, that allows for the description of the expected variability in wind power production in the coming hours to days, as well as to dynamically characterise the wind forecast error in large regions.

Using high resolution WRF results in the integrated short term prediction model will ensure a high accuracy data basis for use in the decision making process of the Danish TSO and energy authority. The need for correct wind power predictions will only increase over the next decade as Denmark approaches the new goal of 50% wind power based electricity in 2020. In that respect, adding forecast error characterisation features to a simulation tool that can be used for assessing variability in the power contribution from future wind farms constitute valuable input to the planning process for these.
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